Case Statement:
RDA Working Group International Materials Resource Registries (WG IMRR)

1. WG Charter:
1.1 Mission

As a domain, Materials Science and Engineering (MSE) is exceptionally broad and interdisciplinary with its origins most directly from metallurgy, ceramics and polymer science, but also with important ties to other disciplines such as physics, chemistry, chemical engineering, geology, electronics, optics, and biology. As a global community, MSE is expanding rapidly worldwide through the establishment of large, multi-institutional academic research centers, government labs, industrial consortia, and computing facilities. MSE researchers often need to answer complex questions such as “What structural properties and processing methods are required to develop new lightweight materials that significantly improve fuel efficiency yet meet safety standards satisfied by traditional materials in use today?” To this end we have seen the creation of programs such as the Materials Genome Initiative (MGI) in the US that aim to decrease the cost and time to develop new materials by a factor of two through more effective discovery, access, and interoperability of experimental and simulation data. However, finding the latest materials data and resources to answer such questions amidst this rich diversity and accelerated growth is an increasingly difficult and time-consuming endeavor.

In response, the RDA/CODATA Materials Data, Infrastructure, and Interoperability Interest Group (MDII IG; co-chairs James Warren, NIST, and Laura Bartolo, Northwestern University) in collaboration with materials science professional societies, proposes to create its first Working Group focused on developing the metadata standards required to establish a network of International Materials Resource Registries (IMRR) in key sub-domains and regions.

Developing a successful international materials science resource registry requires a combination of technical and political process. As an outgrowth to discussions held in MDII IG working sessions and based on knowledge of the materials community, MDII IG proposes core members for its Working Group. The core members would be comprised of “doers” in the materials and cognate communities to identify those in their organizations who need to be involved. CVs have been collected and are included in this proposal to demonstrate MDII IG’s beliefs that leadership from a diverse set of organizations and that these people hold positions to ensure action will follow.

As an Interest Group, MDII brings forward its Working Group proposal to TAB because RDA, by its nature, provides a platform for building international consensus. MDII IG believes that RDA offers the leverage and vehicle needed to
embrace communities who want to build data discovery, access, and interoperability capabilities under its aegis.

A resource registry is a system that harvests and makes searchable high-level metadata descriptions of resources held by data repositories, archives, organizations, websites, and services to aid scientists in industry, universities, and government labs in the discovery of data relevant to their research and work interests. The IMRR WG will be comprised of an international committee representing different regions and sectors, including Asia, Europe, and North America with MDII IG Co-Chairs as ex-officio members. A Convener will be responsible for coordinating the activities of the Working Group and will facilitate interactions with other closely-related Interest and Working groups.

Invited core members include:

Convenor: Chandler Becker ODI, MML, NIST US

Core Members: Scott Henry ASM Int’I * US
Brian Matthews STFC UK
Debbie Mies Granta * UK
Raphael Ritz EUDAT/NOMAD EU
Yibin Xu NIMS JP
Haiqing Yin Univ Sci & Tech CN

Ex-Officio Laura Bartolo, Co Chair, MDII IG
James Warren, Co Chair, MDII IG

The proposed materials resource registry would develop a common framework for high level description of materials resources, including data, simulations, software, and instrumentation with respect to open standards to support materials data sharing as well as collaborative efforts. The materials resource registry work would determine minimal metadata for materials resources listed in the registries such as data collections, services, and tools. The registry work would facilitate access, discovery, use, and re-use through technical and social infrastructure development with the community: metadata, vocabularies, formats, and best practices. Working in close collaboration with complementary RDA Working Groups and Interest Groups (e.g., Domain Repositories IG, Metadata IG and WG, Photon Neutron Science IG, and Metadata Standards Catalog WG), the IMRR would serve as a potential test bed for integration of emerging RDA products that meet the needs and interests of the materials science community.

Given the broad reach, the multiple sub-domains and international efforts of MSE, and the substantial global materials data initiatives, the timing is

* Granta is a private, independent company partially owned by ASM International.
opportune for the materials science professional societies to collaborate with the RDA on an international materials resource registry project. The US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has a leadership role in MGI and the international MSE community and is willing to provide technical support for this initiative with RDA, international materials research organizations, and professional societies.

1.2 Stakeholders
The proposed establishment of a network of materials resource registries would connect with key stakeholders across the international materials communities:

- Individual Level: scientists in industry, universities, and government labs
- National Level: centers and consortia in industry and universities, professional societies in materials science and engineering
- International Level: CODATA, other joint international initiatives
- Cognate Areas: Interdisciplinary ties across STEM, such as with the Photon/Neutron IG

1.3 Goals (See section 4, Work Plan and Operation for more detail)
1.3.1 Short term (12 to 18 Months)
- Define and build consensus around minimum required metadata for materials science data discovery
- Deploy metadata schema using pilot registry infrastructure developed by NIST
- Validate with materials science data collections at organizations participating in the Working Group

1.3.2 Long term (Post 18 Months)
- Build, Grow, and Maintain a Social/Technical Global Network of IMRRs

2. Value Proposition, Beneficiaries, and Key Impacts:
2.1 Value Proposition
The IMRR would consist of high-level resource descriptions that would be harvested into a federated registry using the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH). Its establishment would promote:

- Discovery and sharing of materials resources
  - Organizations (University, Research Group, Government)
  - Data Collections (Repository, Project Archive, Database)
  - Datasets
  - Services
  - Informational Sites
  - Software
- Bridging the gap between distributed resources and users
- Support for collaboration and reuse of data and resources
• Access to complex, heterogeneous, distributed data for many users

2.2 Beneficiaries
The IMRR would benefit its stakeholders (1.2) as well as the international STEM communities. The process for building out sufficient, but not excessive, metadata to serve data discovery needs in materials science will be documented and can serve as both a social and technical model for initiatives in other disciplines.

2.3 Key Impacts
• Establish a common, framework for high level description of materials resources.
• Facilitate access, discovery, use, and re-use of a wide range of distributed materials resources.
• Encourage materials data sharing as well as support collaborative efforts.
• Improve the return on investment in materials science data.

3. Engagement with existing work in the area:
The IMRR would build upon and continue engagement with:
Research Data Alliance (RDA)
• Its social and technical bridges to enable open sharing of data.
• Its vision of researchers and innovators openly sharing data across technologies, disciplines, and countries to address the grand challenges of society.
OpenAIRE (Europe)
• Discovery of publications, projects, data, people, organizations, and data sources.
• Open access to publications and datasets
Virtual Observatory (VO)
• Discovery of datasets from thousands of astronomical collections known to the VO over wide areas of the sky.

The VO and its governing body, the International Virtual Observatory Alliance, would serve as an important model of a federated data environment for conducting research on the network:
• Federates thousands of archives, databases, and services around the world
• Open interoperability standards integrate community web tools, web services, desktop apps, and software libraries
• Discovery Framework (part of VO – set of standards)
  • General data model and standards that supports discovery of a broad variety of resources
  • Datasets, records in databases, services, useful websites
  • Extensible metadata model that can be customized for different types of resources
  • Allows data providers to expose collection-specific (non-standard)
metadata into discovery process
• Allows data providers to support standards incrementally
• Simple registration to inform world that the website exists
• Can add further support for standards as able to increase visibility within federation

4. **Work Plan and Operation**
The scope of this activity would fit well into an 18-month timeline. Schedule milestones are as follows:

4.1 **Recruit Domain Experts, Survey Landscape and Begin Discussions (M 1-3)**

Month 1 (Jan’16): recruit domain specialists to participate in the WG
Month 2 (late Feb/early Mar’16): initiate discussions about conducting a survey of existing materials science data providers in order to build on existing experience and expertise; develop 20 typical data discovery queries to inform metadata discussions
Month 3 (March – April ‘16): hold meeting to draft first version of metadata extensions to Dublin Core

4.2 **Disseminate Preliminary Findings, Solicit Feedback and Convene 2nd Meeting (M 4-8)**

Months 4-8 (Apr – Aug ’16): disseminate draft to the materials science community, both within and external to RDA, and solicit feedback
Month 8 (Aug’16): hold second two-day meeting to refine metadata extensions and establish implementation pilot program (e.g., NIST Materials Repository, NDS Materials Data Facility, and others to be determined within the WG)

4.3 **Implement and Test Pilot MSE RR, Prepare initial Documentation and Revise (M 8-16)**

Months 9-12 (Sept – Dec ’16): implement pilot federated registry and recruit testers/evaluators; evaluate granularity issues (at what level does one aggregate service descriptions?) and write best-practices guideline document
Months 13-15 (Jan – Mar 17): fine tune metadata definitions and document metadata development process: what worked well, what did not; expand the content of the pilot registry

4. 4 **Prepare Final Report (M 16-18)**
Months 16-18 (Apr – Jun’17): prepare final document for delivery to RDA at P10

5) **Adoption Plan:**
The deliverable for this Working Group would be a document defining a minimum level of metadata needed to facilitate discovery in the materials sciences. At the core of the metadata definition would be the Dublin Core metadata, long established as useful for key provenance information. But similar to the Virtual Observatory Resource Metadata (http://www.ivoa.net/documents/latest/RM.html), the IMRR metadata would include domain-specific extensions to help identify key types of materials data (polymers, ceramics, semi-conductors, nanomaterials, etc.). These metadata extensions would be developed through the coordinated work of domain experts spanning the primary materials science sub-disciplines working together with metadata design experts. The IMRR would also be foundational work for the eventual deployment of more detailed data discovery and utilization services, e.g., using RDF and Linked Data. NIST, for example, through the Materials Genome Initiative and the Office of Data and Informatics, Material Measurement Laboratory, would be interested in supporting such a pilot.

6) Initial Membership
6.1 Leadership
- International representation of key regions
- Leadership ties with regional/national materials communities
- Close ties with IG MDII
- brief CVs in Appendix

6.2 Participation/Interested Members
The WG would request international assistance and participation from major materials science and engineering data centers with pilot implementations to help validate the choices of metadata elements.
- identify and establish international hubs for regional/national resources

7. References

8. Appendix
CVs of individuals who have agreed to be on the WG
Chandler Becker ODI, MML, NIST US
Scott Henry ASM Int'l * US
Brian Matthews STFC UK
Debbie Mies Granta * UK
Yibin Xu NIMS JP
Haiqing Yin Univ Sci & Tech CN
Curriculum Vitae

Dr. Chandler A. Becker

Affiliation  National Institute of Standards and Technology
Office of Data and Informatics, Material Measurement Laboratory
100 Bureau Dr.
Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA

Phone / Fax  301-975-5344 / 301-975-4553
e-mail  chandler.becker@nist.gov

Education and Professional Experience

Education:
1999: Bachelors of Science with Departmental Honors, The College of William and
Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia, USA
2006: Doctor of Philosophy, Department of Materials Science and Engineering,
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, USA

Positions:
1999-2001  Analyst, High Performance Technologies, Inc., Reston, Virginia, USA
Since 2006  Materials Research Engineer, National Institute of Standards and
Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA

Honors and Awards, Professional Activities:

2015  NIST Sigma Xi Katharine B. Gebbie Young Scientist Award
For development of the NIST Interatomic Potentials Repository
2008  Best Paper Award (one of three), World Materials Research Institutes Forum
Workshop for Young Scientists, Tsukuba, Japan.
2006-2008  National Research Council NIST Postdoctoral Research Associateship
2005  Best Student Poster Award, Frontiers in Solidification Symposium,
TMS Annual Meeting
2001-2002  Walter P. Murphy Fellowship, McCormick School of Engineering,
Northwestern University

2015  Review panel member, US Department of Energy INCITE program
2015  Programming committee, Foundations of Molecular Modeling and Simulation
(FOMMS) conference
2014  Co-organizer, Computational Modeling and Simulation of Advanced Materials
for Energy Applications Symposium, TMS 2014 Annual Meeting
2008 – 2014  Organizer or co-organizer of the annual NIST Workshops on
“Atomistic Simulations for Industrial Needs.”
Since 2011 Member, TMS committee on Integrated Computational Materials Engineering (ICME)
Since 2011 Advisory Board Member, Knowledgebase of Interatomic Models (KIM) project

Selected Publications - Chandler A. Becker

• E. B. Tadmor, R. S. Elliott, J. P. Sethna, R. E. Miller, and C. A. Becker, The potential of atomistic simulations and the knowledgebase of interatomic models (KIM), JOM, 63, 17 (2011).
Scott D. Henry

Experience
ASM International, Materials Park, Ohio (www.asminternational.org)
2014-present Director, Content and Knowledge Based Solutions

Role and responsibilities
• Direct strategic planning, content development, and business management for reference and scholarly publications and professional education programs
• Direct the strategic development of materials data programs, including the Computational Materials Data Network (cmdnetwork.org)
• Principal investigator: Structural Materials Data Demonstration Project (National Institute of Standards and Technology cooperative research project), 2013-2015
• Principal investigator: NIST Center for Hierarchical Materials Design (ASM subcontract to Northwestern University), 2014-present

2007-2014 Senior Manager, Content Development and Publishing
2005-2006 Senior Product Manager
2004-2005 Senior Manager, Product Development, Publications
1997-2004 Assistant Director, Reference Publications
1989-1997 Various editorial content development and production roles

Education
M.A., University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, IL, 1989
B.A., Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, 1987

Publications (selected)
CURRICULUM VITAE

Dr. Brian Matthews, FBCS

**Education:**


1983 - 1986  Dept. of Mathematics, University of Bristol.  B.Sc. Mathematics (2-i )

**Employment**

2014 - 2015  Programme Manager, Scientific Computing Department, STFC  Leads the programme of work for SCD with partners in STFC and external facilities.

2003 - 2014  Group Leader, Scientific Computing Department, STFC  Leader of a research and development group within SCD, e-Science and Information Technology departments in STFC


1986-2003  Researcher, CCLRC  R&D in computer science and information technology

Brian is the Programmer Manager for the SCD Facilities Programme, a £2M programme of work with some 30 staff across the department. He is responsible for the strategic development of the programme, providing both technical foresight and direction, and its planning resourcing and delivery.  He sits on the senior management committee of the Scientific Computing Department.

Brian led the Research Data Group at the Scientific Computing Department of the Science and Technology Facilities Council [http://www.scd.stfc.ac.uk/](http://www.scd.stfc.ac.uk/), a group of up to 30 software engineers and information specialists. The group undertakes research and development into areas including information management (including data management, library systems, semantic web, and data curation), and scientific visualisation and analysis tools in support of the scientific facilities of the STFC and its user communities. It is supported by internal STFC funds, and a variety of UK funding bodies (including JISC and research councils), and European Commission funded projects. The group works closely with UK academic sector, both in computing science research and in the wider science application community.

Brian has also held a part-time lectureship at Oxford Brookes University since 2002, teaching XML and Semantic Web on MSc on Web technologies, and supervising PhD students within computer science.

**Selected Projects:**

- 2014 - Programme Manager, Scientific Computing Department, STFC  Leads the programme of work for SCD with partners in STFC and external facilities.
- 2003 - 2014  Group Leader, Scientific Computing Department, STFC  Leader of a research and development group within SCD, e-Science and Information Technology departments in STFC
- 1986-2003  Researcher, CCLRC  R&D in computer science and information technology
Brian Matthews has extensive experience on a wide range of projects within STFC e-Science and its predecessor organisations. A selection of relevant recent projects include:

- **NFFA-Europe (2015-2018):** EC-Infrastructures project on data sharing infrastructure within Nano-technology.
- **PanData-Open Data Infrastructure (2011-14):** EC Infrastructures project on developing a common data management infrastructure across European Neutron and Synchrotron Facilities
- **SCIDIP-ES (2011-14):** EC Infrastructures project developing preservation infrastructure in earth science projects
- **SCAPE (2011-14):** EC ICT project developing scalable digital preservation systems across European memory institutions.
- **ENGAGE (2011-14):** developing an information portal for open public data within the EC.
- **APARSEN (2011-15):** an EC funded network of excellence in digital preservation.
- **CONTRAIL (2010-13):** EC ICT project developing a elastic federated cloud systems
- **XTREEMOS (2006-10):** EC ICT project developing a grid-based operating system,
- **Data Portal and ICAT (ongoing):** STFC's system for cataloguing, browsing and distributing scientific data produced at its major scientific facilities, in use to manage the large volume of data assets.
- **Claddier (2005 - 07):** JISC funded project to investigate the data citation within Earth Observation data.
- **VizNet (2007-2010):** JISC network promoting the use of advance scientific visualisation.
- **ACRID (2010-11):** Publishing linked data for Earth Observation Data.
- **ISIC Visualisation (2010-11):** Design, commissioning and installation of a Hyperwall visualisation facility for the International Space Innovations Centre (ISIC).

**Research Interests**

My current research area of expertise is in applying advanced computing research to develop infrastructure and techniques to efficiently manage scientific data, especially as it applies to large-scale scientific facilities. This includes:

- metadata modelling and representation for science data sets;
- ontology modelling for sharable models for science data sets;
- infrastructure services for data manipulation, data storage, data cataloguing, data sharing and data access;
- integrating data and computation services for modelling, analysis and analytics;
- preservation of software packages for reproducibility and reusability.
- workflow and data provenance of scientific processes;
- combining heterogeneous resources to provide a whole lifecycle view of science processes;
- long-term data preservation and reuse.

**Professional Activities**

- Fellow of the British Computer Society since 2015 (member since 1998)
- I been external examiner for PhD theses, including at Cambridge and Cardiff.
- I have been a member of funding programme committees for JISC and BBSRC
- Reviewed papers for many journals and conferences.
- Member of the Oxford Brookes Industrial Liaison Committee
- Member of the steering committee for the SOFSEM international conference series
• Member of the editorial board for the international Journal of Open Research Software
• Co-Chair of the Research Data Alliance Interest Group on Research Data for Photon and Neutron Science.
• Deputy manager of the W3C Office for the UK and Ireland (2001-2010)

Selected Publications

Brian is the author of over 150 publications, and invited presentations. For a complete list see: http://epubs.stfc.ac.uk/search?st=browse-by-person&pid=6

A selected list includes:

• PaNdata: Open Data Infrastructure for Photon and Neutron Sources

• The Research Data Alliance Photon and Neutron Science Interest Group

• Enabling Sharing and Reuse of Scientific Data

• Cloud computing in e-Science: research challenges and opportunities

• Experiences with a researcher-centric ELN

• Data authenticity and data value in policy-driven digital collections
  V Bunakov, C Jones, B Matthews, M Wilson

• Data Management and Preservation Planning for Big Science
  Juan Bicarregui, N Gray, R Henderson, R Jones, Simon Lambert, Brian Matthews

• Opening Up Climate Research: A Linked Data Approach to Publishing Data Provenance
  A Shaon, S Callaghan, B Lawrence, B Matthews, T Osborn, C Harpham, A Woolf
  International Journal of Digital Curation 7(1), 2012 (doi:10.2218/ijdc.v7i1.223)

• Managing Risks in the Preservation of Research Data with Preservation Networks
  E Conway, BM Matthews, D Giaretta, SC Lambert, MD Wilson, N Draper.
  International Journal of Digital Curation 7(1), 2012

• Curating scientific research data for the long term: a preservation analysis method in context
  E Conway, D Giaretta, S Lambert, B Matthews.
  International Journal of Digital Curation 6(2), 2011

• Citation and peer review of data: moving towards formal data publication
  BN Lawrence, CM Jones, BM Matthews, SJ Pepler, SA Callaghan.
  International Journal of Digital Curation 6(2), 2011

• Enhancing the Core Scientific Metadata Model to Incorporate Derived Data
  E Yang, B Matthews, MD Wilson.

• A Framework for Software Preservation


• Virtual Organization Support within a Grid-Wide Operating System

• Enhancing social tagging with a knowledge organization system

• SKOS core: simple knowledge organisation for the web. A. Miles, B Matthews, M Wilson, D Brickley. International Conference on Dublin Core and Metadata Applications, pp. 3-10, 2005
DEBORAH ELLEN MIES

Debbie Mies, US Industry Relations Manager, Granta Design, Ltd.

Debbie Mies is one of the leading experts in materials information technology and its application to customer needs. A graduate of University of California, Irvine with background in chemistry and advanced composites, Debbie has specialized in Materials Information Technology for over twenty years. She has supported all aspects of the software development lifecycle from product specification to implementation, and actively participated in industry Standards initiatives concerned with materials information. Debbie has previously held positions in Product Management, Software Design, and Services at MSC Software. Debbie currently helps Granta customers in North America to develop the full potential of materials information technology in their engineering process.

EXPERIENCE

2013 - Present
GRANTA DESIGN, LT., Cambridge, UK
Industrial Relations Manager, US

1994 - Present
MSC.SOFTWARE CORPORATION, Santa Ana, CA
Senior Product Manager and Designer

2009 - Present
Senior Project Manager, Consulting Services

2006 – 2008
Senior Implementation Specialist

1997 - 2005
Mvision Databank Product Manager

1994 - 1997
PDA ENGINEERING, Costa Mesa, CA
Polymer Chemist

EDUCATION

University of California Extension, Irvine, CA
Product Management, Project Management, Data Warehousing
California State University, Long Beach, CA
M.A. Candidate in Industrial Technology/ Plastics Technology
University of California, Irvine, CA
Graduate Courses in Polymer Chemistry
University of California, Irvine, CA
B.S. Chemistry, Minor Biology

TECHNICAL TRAINING

Pro/Engineer CAD / CAM Training
Mvision Materials Data Management Software
UNIX, Windows, Linux operating Systems
Oracle, Microsoft Access Databases
Microsoft Products
HTML, XML, JavaScript Programming

ASSOCIATIONS
Society of Plastics Engineers – Board Member 1994
American Chemical Society
ASM International Materials Property Database Committee Chair
(2009-2010)
TMS ICME Committee

STANDARDS ORGANIZATIONS (Active Participant)
CEN-ESSL (initiative to standardize the interchange of materials test data)
MatML Coordination Committee
Mil-HDBK 5 Schema Development Committee member
Mil-HDBK 17 Schema Development Committee
STEP/PDES

PUBLICATIONS
*Thermoreactive Aircraft Coatings (TRAC) Program*
Kurt E. Jechel, Deborah E. Bielecka, PDA Engineering, 01 March 1995

*Building Mvision Databanks*
Deborah E. Bielecka, MSC.Software Corporation, 1997

*Handbook of Material Selection*
Myer Kutz Editor, Deborah Mies contributing author, John Wiley and Sons, 2002
Yibin Xu

● PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION
Dr. Information Sc. Information process, Nagoya University (2007)
M. Information Sc. Information process, Nagoya University (2000)
Dr. Eng. Inorganic material science, Shanghai Institute of Ceramics, Chinese Academy of Sciences (1994)
B. Sc. Theoretical physics, Nanjing University (1988)

● POSTDOCTORAL APPOINTMENTS
National Industrial Research Institute of Nagoya, 1995-1997

● APPOINTMENTS
Apr. 2014-date Group leader, Database Group, Materials Information Station, National Institute for Materials Science
Apr. 2007-Mar. 2014 Principal Researcher, National Institute for Materials Science
Apr. 2005-Mar. 2007 Senior Researcher, National Institute for Materials Science
Apr. 1994-Jan. 1995 Associate Research Fellow
Shanghai Institute of Ceramics, Chinese Academy of Sciences.

● PUBLICATIONS

Five most relevant publications for proposal

Five other publications
3. Three-dimensional strutted graphene grown by substrate-free sugar blowing for high-power-density supercapacitors, W. Wang, Y. Zhang, C. Zhi,
X. Wang, D. Tang, Y. Xu, Q. Weng, X. Jiang, M. Mitome, D. Golberg, Y. Bando, Nature Communications, 4:2905, DOI:10.1038/ncomms3905


● SYNERGISTIC ACTIVITIES

Awards:
1. Commendation for Science and Technology by the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, 2012
2. NIMS President Award, 2012
3. Orga-Techno Award, 2007
4. Sience and Technology Agency Fellowship, 1995
5. Inst. for Transfer of Industrial Technology Fellowship, 1996
7. Science and Technology Prize for Youth. (the Chinese Silicate Society), 1994
8. The Prize for Progression of Science and Technology, Grade A, (the Chinese Academy of Sciences), 1993

Director:
1. Member: Asian Materials Data & Database Committee
2. Member: World Research Institute Forum
3. Member: Eco-Material Forum Publication Committee
4. Member: JSMS Committee on Fatigue Database

Member executive committee:
2. 3rd Asian Materials Database Symposium, Apr. 15-18, 2012, Naha, Japan
3. 2nd Asian Materials Database Symposium, Mar. 10-14, 2010, Sanya, China
4. 1st Asian Materials Database Symposium, Jan. 29-Feb. 3, Jeju, Korea

● COLLABORATORS & OTHER AFFILICATIONS
Advisor:
1. Internship Ph.D. student, Hu Anqi, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Northwestern University. Advisor: Professor L. Cate Brinson (2015)
2. Internship Ph.D. student, He Zhao, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Northwestern University. Advisor: Professor L. Cate Brinson (2014)
Curriculum Vitae

Name: Haiqing YIN
Date of Birth: April, 1971
Nationality: P.R.China

Education
- Ph.D., Material Science and Engineering, University of Science and Technology Beijing, Beijing, China, 2008.
- M.S., Corrosion and protection of Metals and alloys, Xi’an Jiaotong University, Xi’an, China, 1996.
- B.S., Metal materials and heat treatment, Xi’an Jiaotong University, Xi’an, China, 1993.

Work Experience
- University of Science and Technology Beijing, China, 2002- Present, Professor of Materials Data and Powder metallurgy.
- Pennsylvania State University, USA, 2011/04 – 2011/10, Guest Professor in CISP of Mechanical Engineering Department.
- Osaka University, Osaka, Japan, 2000/09-2002/05, Visiting researcher.
- Beijing University of Chemical Technology, China, 1996/08- 2000/08, Lecturer.

Professional Activities
- Board member, Asia Materials Data Committee (AMDC) and Contact person of AMDC in China, 2010-present
- Deputy Director, Beijing Key Laboratory for Materials Genome Engineering, 2015-present
- Key researcher, National Project of “China Materials Scientific Data Sharing Network”, 2006-present
- Organizing committee member, Scientific Data congress in China, and Organizer of session “Materials data & application”, 2014-2015
- Editorial Board Member, Journal “Powder Metallurgy Industry” in China, 2012-present
- Drafter, Materials Data part of Consulting Reports ( submitted to the State Department from Chinese Academy of Sciences and Chinese Academy of Engineering), 2013-2014

Publication


11. Haiqing Yin, Guoquan Liu, Ruijie Zhang, Xuanhui Qu. Construction of Material Database Infrastructure for Materials Genome Initiative, IUMRS-ICAM2013,2013-0,Qingdao, China


14. Xian-jie Yuan, Hai-qing Yin, Rafi-ud Din, Khan D.-F, Xuan-hui Qu. Study on the impact force and green properties of high-velocity compacted aluminum alloy